Dear 6b students,
Yesterday’s text was about Lucy and Maya who wanted to give the lambs’ mothers hay and fresh water, but they
left the barn door open so that in the end there was one lamb missing.
Here are the solutions to yesterday’s exercises:
1) do ex. 2 on p.72.
a) Grandpa makes breakfast.
b) Maya drinks the sheep’s milk.
c) Grandma gets boots for Maya.
d) Grandpa calls Maya and Lucy princesses.
e) Lucy turns on the light in the barn.
f) Maya and Lucy give the sheep hay. (! gives → they give)
g) Maya wants to take photos.
h) Maya leaves the barn door open.

2) Answer these questions:
a) What day of the week is it?
b) What has grandpa made for breakfast?
c) Why doesn’t Lucy want to go to Tavistock Abbey?
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

What shoes has Maya brought with her?
Why can’t sheep’s lambs live out on the moor?
Why does Lucy ask Maya for help with the hay?
What does Maya take the photos with?
Why does Maya want to take photos?

It’s Sunday.
He has made bacon and eggs.
She has been there before and she wants to do
something on the farm.
Maya has brought only trainers.
Because they aren’t strong enough.
Because the hay is heavy.
Maya takes photos with her camera.
Because Maya hasn’t seen a lamb drinking milk
from her mother before.

3) One lamb is missing, because Maya has left the barn door open.
What do you think are the two girls going to do now?
Write down 5 sentences about how you think the story is going to continue. Use going to future.
Possible answers:
I think they are going to tell grandpa about it.
I think they are going out into the moor to find the lamb.
Lucy is going to shout at Maya, they are going to have an argument [=Streit].
The lamb is going to come back after some minutes.
Grandpa is going to call other farmers to help him find the lamb.
4) Can you find questions in present perfect in the text?
Please collect three of them and try to understand how we make questions in present perfect.
(ll.16/17)
(ll.29/30)
(l.50)

Have
Have
Have

you ever
you
you

5) (Please write this into your folder)

been
brought
taken

to Tavistock Abbey?
any other shoes with you?
enough photos?

6) Wb.p. 45, ex. 8+9

Today you are going to read about what happened after the two girls have found that one lamb is missing:
1) Go to page 76 in your student books and read (or listen to: 2-36, 2- 37, 2-38) the text “Out on the high
moor”.
2) Do exercise 2a: Write down if Maya or Lucy could say these sentences and what part of the story that
sentence could go to.
3) Go to page 129 and read exercise 3: Write the end of the story.
4) Read the new words of Unit 4 (sb.p. 192-196) along with me, I am going to send you audio files into our
chat.
5) Write down these new words (with their sound in your minds) and start learning them: please
remember: 20 new words a day is enough.

See you tomorrow: you are going to find out what really happened to the lamb.

Best wishes,
Mrs Kahl

